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INDULGE
INFINITUS BILLIONAIRE
The sexy, emotional conclusion to the Bestseller Impulse... His world is ﬁlled with pleasure and decadent luxury, and
Lex Fitzgerald wants to give it all to Jillian Finnegan, the stuntwoman he meant to use to close a business deal, until
their intense chemistry translated into delicious, naughty, and mind-numbing passion. But Lex's past will make her the
latest piece in a twisted game of revenge. As their passion burns hotter, so does the hatred of an enemy who will not
stop until Jillian is out of Lex's life. Will her eccentric family and his loyal friends carry them past the danger? Or will
help come from her forgotten past? In the midst of danger, Jillian and Lex will discover the secret to secure their
future, something powerful and unstoppable, something they've overlooked, their love.

INTRIGUE
INFINITUS BILLIONAIRE
Firetrail Publishing USA Today Bestselling Series Terri Randall lives in the shadows. Her life, and the lives of those she
loves, depend on it. Yet, the moment billionaire Roderick "Rod" Thorne walks into her bar, she wants a stolen moment.
A weekend in his bed should ﬁx her itch. Wrong. A weekend is just the beginning. Rod has three vices. Beautiful
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women. Gambling. Booze. Until a weekend spent with an unforgettable woman changes it all. Finding her identity
becomes an obsession. When he ﬁnally does, he'll have to decide whether to settle an old score and make the riskiest
bet of his life-love. (This romance novel contains explicit contents and it's not advised for readers under 18. ) READING
ORDER: Impulse (Book1) Indulge (Book 2) Intrige (Book 3) Ignited (book 4, Release Date TBA)

IMPULSE
INFINITUS BILLIONAIRE
Firetrail Publishing He has tradition ingrained in him… She lives for the moment… Will they ﬁnd a common ground? Lex
Fitzgerald is not your average billionaire. He leads a double life as the conscientious head of his family and the
pleasure-seeking rogue who parties hard and pushes the limits in and out of the bedroom. His two worlds are about to
collide because of one woman, Jillian Finnegan. Lex needs a secret weapon to defeat a competitor and ﬁnds it in Jillian
Finnegan. He has no intention of letting her potty mouth, her crazy lifestyle, or her eccentric family get in his way. So
when he makes her an oﬀer, he expects her to accept. However, sparks start to ﬂy when Jillian gives him a
counteroﬀer and dares him to refuse. Has Lex ﬁnally met his match? Let the seduction begin.

RUNES (BOOKS 1-3)
BOXED SET
Firetrail Publishing #1 bestselling YA Norse-mythology-based Paranormal romance: Runes (book 1): Seventeen-yearold Raine Cooper has enough on her plate dealing with her father’s disappearance, her mother’s erratic behavior and
the possibility of her boyfriend relocating. The last thing she needs is Torin St. James—a mysterious new neighbor with
a wicked smile and uncanny way of reading her. Raine is drawn to Torin’s dark sexiness against her better judgment,
until he saves her life with weird marks and she realizes he is diﬀerent. But by healing her, Torin changes something
inside Raine. Now she can’t stop thinking about him. Half the time, she’s not sure whether to fall into his arms or run.
Scared, she sets out to ﬁnd out what Torin is. But the closer she gets to the truth the more she uncovers something
sinister about him. What Torin is goes back to an ancient mythology and Raine is somehow part of it. Not only is she
and her friends in danger, she must choose a side, but the wrong choice will cost Raine her life Immortals (book 2):
Nothing can stop Raine Cooper when she wants something... Raine ﬁnally knows that her gorgeous neighbor, Torin St.
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James, is a legend straight out of Norse mythology, and that her feelings for him are strong. Torin is crazy about Raine
too, breaking the one rule he lives by: Never fall for a mortal. The problem is he no longer remembers her, his
memories erased by Norns—Norse destiny deities—to punish her for defying them. So Raine comes up with a plan...
She will make Torin forget his one rule a second time and fall in love with her all over again. But she quickly learns that
well-laid plans do not work when dealing with deities and supernatural beings. Desperate, Raine makes choices that
could not only tear her and Torin further apart, but lead to the destruction of everything and everyone she loves gods
might have erased Torin's memories, but they didn't take into account his feelings for Raine and hers for him. Grimnirs
(book 3): Straight out of the psych ward, Cora just wants her life to be normal. She doesn’t want to see souls or the
reapers collecting them. The guy she’s loved from a distance for years moves away without saying goodbye. So yes,
she’s nursing a serious heartbreak. It’s no wonder love is the last thing on her mind when Echo storms into her life.
Too bad Echo is the poster boy for everything she hates in a guy—hot, beautiful,and cocky. He is also a soul reaper. A
Grimnir. The very beings she wants out of her life. Maybe normal is overrated because Cora wants it all. Answers. Love.
A life.

WITCHES
BOOK 6 (RUNES SERIES)
Firetrail Publishing Witches continues the story of RAINE and TORIN. The Norns think they’ve won, but it’s hard to
control a teenager, let alone a powerful one… Raine Cooper’s life should be perfect. She’s an Immortal Seeress, most
likely to be elected Prom Queen, and envied by the girls at Kayville High for dating the dreamy quarterback, Torin St.
James. Instead, she’s haunted by the smug facial expressions the Norns’ wore during their last meeting. As a Norn-InTraining, Raine crossed the line long ago when she sided with the Valkyries and Mortal Witches. When the Norns
return with demands of their own, Raine feels trapped. Torin tries to convince her that the Norns are manipulating her,
but she refuses to listen. At least until the Norns’ demands focus on someone she loves. When Raine refuses to
cooperate with them, their punishment is swift and gut-wrenching, turning her pain into fury. Raine plots revenge on a
massive scale and makes deals with unsavory allies. Her goal? Total destruction of the entire Norn race. Raine’s only
hope of salvation is Torin, but how much will he sacriﬁce to save her?
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GODS
EIRIK BOOK 3
Firetrail Publishing Welcome to the third and ﬁnal installment in the story of a Norse god who fell in love with a Mortal
girl Eirik is relentless and unstoppable as he sets out to show Celestia how much she means to him. Not only has he
fulﬁlled the promises he made his mother, his family is ﬁnally whole. Yet something doesn’t feel right and he can’t
quite put a ﬁnger on it. Whatever it is may just destroy his plans to focus on Celestia and prove to her that they are
meant to be together. Celestia’s life has changed since she regained consciousness. Eirik is attentive and loving, and
everyone wants to be friends with her, including his psycho sister and her crazy mother. But when accidents start to
dog her, she’s not sure whether she or Eirik is the target. There are no lengths she won't go to keep those she loves
safe, but trying to ﬁgure out the source of danger alone might just kill her. Eirik and Celestia will learn that they are
stronger together than apart as secrets are revealed, imposters are exposed, and real friends and family discovered.

GODDESS
A RUNES NOVEL
Firetrail Publishing The conclusion of an epic love story between an extraordinary girl and a soul reaper... Cora Jemison
has come a long way from her stint in a psych ward and her fear of the dead. A conﬁdent Medium, she allows souls to
possess her to help them ﬁnd closure. When she decides to tell her parents the truth, that she still sees the dead and
that her ﬁancé is a soul reaper, the Jemisons reveal secrets of their own. Her world starts to crumble, the ripple eﬀect
threatening to destroy the one thing she can always count on. Her relationship with Echo. Cora must sort through the
lies to learn the truth about who and what she is. Only then can she embrace her destiny and claim her soul mate,
Echo.

STORM
PHANTOM ISLANDERS PART I
Firetrail Publishing
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DEMONS
EIRIK BOOK 1
Firetrail Publishing Demons by USA Today bestselling author Ednah Walters. Book 1 of Eirik trilogy. Enjoy the story of a
god and a Mortal girl who becomes his guiding light Eirik Baldurson—son of Baldur, God of Light—failed living as a
Mortal. He lost the girl of his dreams and nearly got his friends killed. Now, he's gone to the underworld to meet the
mother he’s never known. Torn between his duty to her and the man he used to be, Eirik struggles to ﬁnd himself, until
a witch appears in his world. Feisty and stubborn, she is a reminder of everything good he left behind. Celestia
Devereaux proudly attends a charter high school for “gifted” teenagers who embrace magic. Witches. However, she
keeps a terrible secret—a prediction that she would one day be responsible for massive destruction and death. Though
Celestia uses her clairvoyant abilities to help people, she worries that it is just a matter of time before she goes over
to the dark side. Her world changes when she unexpectedly astral projects to a place she didn’t believe existed and
meets a tortured man who needs her help. Will helping him cause her fears to come true, or will he sacriﬁce everything
to save her?

HEROES
EIRIK BOOK 2
Firetrail Publishing Eirik Baldurson—son of Baldur, God of Light—failed living as a Mortal. He lost the girl of his dreams
and nearly got his friends killed. Now, he's gone to the underworld to meet the mother he’s never known. Torn
between his duty to her and the man he used to be, Eirik struggles to ﬁnd himself, until a witch appears in his world.
Feisty and stubborn, she is a reminder of everything good he left behind. Celestia Devereaux proudly attends a charter
high school for “gifted” teenagers who embrace magic. Witches. However, she keeps a terrible secret—a prediction
that she would one day be responsible for massive destruction and death. Though Celestia uses her clairvoyant
abilities to help people, she worries that it is just a matter of time before she goes over to the dark side. Her world
changes when she unexpectedly astral projects to a place she didn’t believe existed and meets a tortured man who
needs her help. Will helping him cause her fears to come true, or will he sacriﬁce everything to save her?
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FATED
A MYSTIC ACADEMY NOVELLA
Firetrail Publishing

GRIMNIRS: CLEAN VERSION
BOOK 3 (RUNES SERIES)
Firetrail Publishing The story that introduces CORA and ECHO in the RUNES series from Amazon bestelling author
Ednah Walters. NEWS ALERT: Pure YA Read:: You asked and I listened. When readers e-mailed me that their undersixteen daughters loved my series but the original Grimnirs was too racy for them, I cleaned it up, removed heavy
makeout scenes and curse words, so here it is... Enjoy..Ednah Walters Straight out of the psych ward, Cora just wants
her life to be normal. She doesn’t want to see souls or the reapers collecting them. The guy she’s loved from a
distance for years moves away without saying goodbye. So yes, she’s nursing a serious heartbreak. It’s no wonder love
is the last thing on her mind when Echo storms into her life. The chemistry between them is mind-blowing.The
connection deﬁes logic. Even better, the souls leave her alone when he is around. Too bad Echo is the poster boy for
everything she hates in a guy—hot, beautiful,and cocky. He is also a soul reaper. A Grimnir. The very beings she wants
out of her life. Maybe normal is overrated because Cora wants it all. Answers. Love. A life. Reading Order: Runes (book
1) Immortals (book 2) Grimnirs (book 2.5, Full length book, Ages 17&up) or Grimnirs: Clean Version Seeress (book 3)

SLOW BURN
THE FITZGERALD FAMILY
Firetrail Publishing She doesn't want to deal with the past... Ten years ago, Ashley Fitzgerald witnessed the death of
her parents in a tragic ﬁre and her mind blocked the memory. She pretends to have moved on, is a successful artist
and photographer, until she opens her door to a stranger, assumes he s a model and asks him to strip to his briefs. He
plans to expose the truth... Wealthy businessman Ron Noble has the body, the jet, the fast cars and the women, but he
hides a deadly secret. His father started the ﬁre that killed Ashley s parents. Now someone is leaving him clues that
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could exonerate his father and they lead to Ashley s door. Blindsided by the blazing attraction between them and a
merciless killer silencing anyone who was there the night of the ﬁre, Ron can t dare tell Ashley the truth. Yet the
answer he seeks may very well tear them apart. While a demented arsonist lots his ultimate revenge...

SOULS: CLEAN VERSION
BOOK 5 (RUNES SERIES)
Firetrail Publishing “Dreamy, electrifying, and addicting!.. Cheree Crump~The Book Dragon “There's just no getting
enough of the bad boy reaper… Julia Hendrix~As You Wish Reviews. “…a rollercoaster ride that grips you and doesn't
let go…. Raquel Vega-Grieder~L.A.M.B. (skyla11377.blogspot.com) "Wickedly fun, ﬁlled with dynamic characters,
Fantastic plot and riveting storyline..." Katrina Hill "Page Flipperz - Blog" (AU) CLEAN VERSION: YA-suitable for younger
readers:- You asked for a clean version and I promised to publish it. The unforgettable story of CORA and ECHO from
Grimnirs continues in the International bestselling RUNES series. Eighteen-year-old Cora Jemison knows what it’s like
to date a soul reaper. There are no Friday night movies, no school dances, and no stolen kisses between classes. It
totally sucks! What makes it even worse, souls pop up when she least expects it. The last one is not her fault, but it all
adds up to zero quality time with her super hot, scythe-carrying boyfriend, Echo. Since Cora was etched with special
runes by an evil Immortal, she understands why souls are drawn to her. She makes the best of it by helping souls ﬁnd
closure while Echo escorts them to the realm of the dead. Perfect partners, until a dark soul visits Cora in the dead of
the night and Echo decides her soul-helping days are over. Cora can either listen to Echo or follow her instincts. To
make matters worse, other reapers start stalking her, demanding she hand over the soul. Even her Valkyrie friends
think she’s gone too far. But something sinister is coming their way, and the soul is the key to saving her town, her
friends, and her relationship with Echo. Can she convince Echo to see things her way before it’s too late? READING
ORDER: GRIMNIRS: A Runes story SOULS: Grimnirs book 2 MONSTERS: Coming 2015 (last book) Grimnirs series,
featuring Cora and Echo, is a spinoﬀ the Runes series and can also be read as part of the entire series in this order:
Runes (book 1) Immortals (book 2) Grimnirs (A Runes book) Seeress (book 3) Souls (Grimnirs book 2) Witches: (book 4,
Coming Dec 2014)

MINE UNTIL DAWN
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THE FITZGERALD FAMILY
Firetrail Publishing She's armed with a new attitude and wardrobe... By age twenty-eight, art historian Jade Fitzgerald
has had a marriage from hell and an equally nasty divorce, worked hard to control her weight and her arrhythmia. The
last thing she needs is another man messing with her head or shooting her heartbeat oﬀ course. That is exactly what
she gets when an aloof and mysterious stranger storms into her life. He's cynical and doesn't take any mess from
anyone... Former investigative reporter Vince Knight is on a quest to recover a priceless, ancient Mayan artifact, which
he believes Jade s mother stole. He s skilled at gathering information while remaining emotionally detached, until he
meets Jade. The voluptuous woman stirs in him a hunger he hasn't felt in a long time and a protectiveness he can t
explain. Until, an insane man decides to add Jade to his collection of beautiful and rare things... Neither Vince nor Jade
expects passion to ﬂare so fast or danger to dodge their footsteps. To defeat a ruthless art collector with a twisted
agenda, Jade and Vince must learn to trust each other and embrace their growing feelings.

THE FITZGERALD FAMILY BOXED SET
BOOKS 1-3
Firetrail Publishing ****SPECIAL SALE**** Discover the sexy bestselling Fitzgerald series by E. B. Walters This boxed set
contains three full-length, stand-alone novels: SLOW BURN: Ashley Fitzgerald and Ron Noble's story MINE UNTIL
DAWN: Jade Fitzgerald and Vince Knight's story KISS ME CRAZY: Baron Fitzgerald and Kara Michaels Dangerously
handsome millionaire playboy Ron Noble is hiding a deadly secret. Now someone else knows it and is leaving him
clues, which leads him straight to Ashley Fitzgerald, the woman who has every reason to hate him and his family.
Gorgeous, but damaged millionaire and gallery owner Baron Fitzgerald plays by his own rules. He is unstoppable when
he wants something and he always wins. Always. When his most valuable employee decides to quit, he oﬀers her
everything to make her stay, including a week in his bed at a secluded cottage. But his oﬀer is just the beginning.
Arrogant investigative reporter Vince Knight lives dangerously. In fact, he craves danger and trouble always ﬁnds him.
When he goes in search of a missing artifact, he ﬁnds a priceless gem—a woman he can’t have. Or can he? ALSO IN THE
SERIES: DANGEORUS LOVE (Book Four): Faith Fitzgerald's story FOREVER HERS (Book Five): Eddie Fitzgerald's story
SURRENDER TO TEMPTATION (Book Six): Chase Fitzgerald's story IMPULSIVE DESIRE (Book Seven-coming Nov 17th):
Lex Fitzgerald's story FROM THE AUTHOR: To my fans, thank you for your support. Without you, this series would not
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have become this popular. So enjoy... *hugs* E. B. Walters

KISS ME CRAZY
THE FITZGERALD FAMILY
Firetrail Publishing She's used to putting everyone ﬁrst her sister, her friends, her boss. It s now her turn... Art
conservator, Kara Michaels has decided it s time to chase her dream start her own business restoring and framing
works of art. She has the skills, the nose for business, and the pent-up frustration from being invisible to the man she
wants but can t have her boss. He's a meticulous planner whose rule book is about to be tossed out the window...
Baron Fitzgerald, a successful art dealer and Kara s boss, believes in having a strategy and following it without
deviation. So when Kara tenders her resignation, he sets out to convince her to stay.Baron soon realizes that falling in
love cannot be planned, but the insight comes a little too late for him and Kara.

DANGEROUS LOVE
THE FITZGERALD FAMILY
Firetrail Publishing She has her emotions on a tight leash... Born to a Las Vegas showgirl, fashion designer Faith
Fitzgerald s childhood was not easy, until her father found her and whisked her oﬀ to L.A. to join his wealthy family.
The rejection by some of her family members hurt, but Faith has moved on. Or so she thinks. She works hard and never
lets her guard down, until the day she discovers that someone stole and sold her designs to her competitor and former
mentor. To catch the thief and salvage her collection for Fall Fashion Week, Faith turns to her ex-lover, a man who
works under the radar and gets results fast. The problem is she has not seen him since she dumped him so
unceremoniously. He's laid-back and spontaneous... When former-FBI-agent-turned-security-consultant Kenneth Ken
Lambert receives a call from Faith asking for his services, he sees a chance to payback the gorgeous designer for the
way she used him then walked out on him. But then he learns that she is being victimized by a man whose idea of love
is both dangerous and toxic, Ken pushes aside his personal agenda and agrees to help her. As their investigation
progresses, Ken discovers that Faith s calm exterior hides a woman of character and strength, a woman on the verge
of falling apart. Can he help her ﬁnd the answers she seeks or will she accept his oﬀer instead acceptance,
unconditional love and support?
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AWAKENED
BOOK ONE OF THE GUARDIAN LEGACY
Most teens turn sixteen and get the license to drive, but Lil Falcon gets the license to kill demons. Orphaned as a child
and raised by an eccentric grandfather, Lil is concerned with surviving high school and is unaware that she's a
Guardian-a being with super powers charged with killing demons and protecting humanity. When she meets Bran, a
mysterious boy with amazing abilities, his psi energy unlocks her latent powers. But Bran has a secret that can ruin
their growing relationship, and the truth she discovers may destroy everything she believes in unless she ﬁnds the
right balance between love and sacriﬁce.

SURRENDER TO TEMPTATION
THE FITZGERALD FAMILY
Firetrail Publishing A playboy in hiding A woman searching for answers Will he let her in or send her packing? After a
tragic accident, Chef Chase Fitzgerald left his life in Los Angeles behind and moved to a ranch in Montana. He's
convinced that all he needs to be happy are his horses, a few ranch hands and the Big Sky Country. Until one day, Nikki
Savoy walks through his doors with her city clothes, sexy mouth, and a body designed to drive a man insane. Nikki
wants to know the truth about the accident that left her sister in a coma. Getting a job at Chase's ranch is just the
beginning. Throw in a crafty housekeeper, a cantankerous old cowboy, a few adorable horses, and an attraction that
can't be denied, and you have a recipe for disaster or romance. Will Nikki get her answers or will Chase oﬀer her
something better?

FOREVER HERS
THE FITZGERALD FAMILY
Firetrail Publishing She wants her past hidden... Amy Kincaid is running from her controlling ex-husband, who will stop
at nothing to ﬁnd her. With a new identity and a new job as a housekeeper, she just wants to be left alone to raise her
daughter. Then Eddie Fitzgerald rolls into town and turns her world upside down. He's in the business of exposing the
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truth... Eddie Fitzgerald, L.A.P.D.'s ﬁnest, lives for his job and nothing else, until he decides to take a break at the
family summer home and is held at gunpoint by the most annoying, sassiest woman to ever cross his path. But
something is oﬀ about Amy, and the more he learns about her, the more he s convinced she s a fugitive. When her past
catches up to her, Amy has no choice but to trust Eddie. Unfortunately, Eddie has demons of his own, and struggles
with the decision to protect her or uphold the law. The truth takes them down a deadly path, and only love can save
them.

INDULGE
INFINITUS BILLIONAIRE
Firetrail Publishing

SEERESS
BOOK 4 (RUNES SERIES)
Firetrail Publishing I love Torin St. James... I need his strength… But someone from his past wants me dead. Raine
Cooper is certain of two things: her love for Torin St. James and her destiny to be a powerful seeress. But when she
starts having premonitions, they are unclear and disturbing. Worse, they involve Torin. With her mother gone, her
father dying, and her best friend in Hel, she is not sure who to talk to. But when the visions become more personal and
she foresees her future with Torin threatened by someone from his past, Raine becomes desperate for answers. Just
her luck two new students arrive at her school and they seem to have answers. When with them, her powers are
enhanced and her visions become clear. There is only one problem: Torin forbids Raine to see the two girls. Can their
love survive without trust? Reading Order: Runes (book 1) Immortals (book 2) Grimnirs (book 2.5) Seeress (book 3)

RUNES
PREMIER TOME DE LA SÉRIE RUNES
Runes est le premier tome de la série du mème nom. Ce best-seller paranormal et sentimental pour jeunes adultes
présente les aventures de Raine et Torin. Raine Cooper, une jeune femme de dix-sept ans, traverse une période
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diﬃcile, entre la disparition de son père, le comportement fantasque de sa mère et le déménagement prochain de son
petit ami. La dernière chose dont elle a besoin en ce moment, c'est l'arrivée de Torin St James, un nouveau voisin
mystérieux au sourire taquin qui la ﬁxe avec insistance dès qu'elle croise son regard. Raine est attirée malgré elle par
le charme ténébreux de Torin, jusqu'à ce qu'il lui sauve la vie à l'aide de marques étranges. Elle comprend alors qu'il
est diﬀérent des autres. Or depuis qu'il l'a guérie, quelque chose a changé en elle. En proie à des sentiments
contradictoires, son coeur balance: doit-elle le fuir ou tomber dans ses bras ? Eﬀrayée par ce qui lui arrive, elle décide
d'en savoir plus sur cet énigmatique jeune homme. Mais plus elle s'approche de la vérité, plus ce qu'elle découvre se
révèle sinistre. L'histoire de Torin est liée à une mythologie ancestrale et elle s'y retrouve mèlée contre son gré. Raine
et ses amis sont en danger. Elle doit choisir son camp, mais le mauvais choix pourrait lui coûter la vie.

STORM
PHANTOM ISLANDERS
Eighteen-year old nanny Lexi Greendale sends most of what she earns home to support her disabled brother. She is
determined to help him get the surgery he needs to walk again. Her dreams come to an abrupt halt when she is
abducted and taken to a magically hidden island, where her every attempt to escape is thwarted by her pirate
abductor.

FOUNDATIONS OF BUSINESS THOUGHT
JUST ONE LIE
Simon and Schuster The follow up novel to the runaway bestseller JUST ONE NIGHT. The heroine of JUST ONE NIGHT,
Kasie, was in some ways shaped by the death of her sister, Melody. For the ﬁrst time, fans can read Melody's story. As
the lead singer of an indie band, Melody is caught in a love triangle between herself, Ash and Brad, Ash being the
party boy who unwittingly brought Melody's conﬂict with her parents to a head and Brad the more grounded guy who
wants her to settle down a bit. However, it's Melody's secret that haunts her and ties in to her father's decision to
declare her "dead." JUST ONE NIGHT was about a repressed woman who ﬁnds herself when her wild, ambitious side is
unleashed, while JUST ONE LIE is about a wild woman struggling to ﬁnd balance and self-control without losing the
essence of what makes her who she is.
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HEROES
A RUNES COMPANION
Eirik must learn to balance family obligations and courting a witch who still doubts they are meant to be together.

SOULS
A RUNES NOVEL: CLEAN
DANGEROUS LOVE
A powerful billionaire, Luke Holden, relocates to a small town in the middle of nowhere to recover from a shattering
betrayal that happened in the city. In a video store he stumbles upon a beautiful young woman who not only doesn't
recognize him but also tries to avoid him like the plague. Her behavior captivates him and after few unusual
encounters he realizes that Emily is one of the most charming and unusual women he has ever met. When Luke
manages to break Emily's defenses they begin to fall in love with each other and Luke is in seventh heaven. When he
needs to return to the city he invites Emily to come with him, however her nervous reaction disturbs him. The next day
Emily disappears and Luke soon discovers that she has her own secrets left in the city that might cost him not only his
fortune, but also his life.

NOAH TO HARU
Alexia Praks Media It has been three months since Haru and the brothers returned from their winter vacation in Japan,
and Haru’s relationship with Aiden is blossoming beautifully. Icing on the cake, they’re moving into a new, luxurious
apartment, and Haru is more content and happy than ever. Well, except for one thing—his second stepbrother Noah.
Noah’s hot and cold attitude toward Haru is beginning to annoy Haru. One minute the brother is nice and caring, and
the next, he turns into a prick and picks on Haru, even demanding a kiss daily. When a handsome new face comes into
Haru’s life, which the brothers don’t like, Noah erupts into a possessive demon and turns Haru’s world upside down.
Haru’s story is a gay harem romance (yaoi, boys love). The uke (Haru) will gain his hunky alpha men (semes) one at a
time as his story progresses. Haru’s Story (Stepbrothers Gay Harem Romance) 1 - Haru to Aiden 2 - Aiden to Haru 3 -
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Noah to Haru 4 - Mason to Haru 5 - Shrine Maiden (coming soon) Note: Seme is the man who does the chasing (the top)
and uke is the male being chased (the bottom) in the romantic relationship.

SOULS
BOOK 5 (RUNES SERIES)
Firetrail Publishing “Dreamy, electrifying, and addicting!.. Cheree Crump~The Book Dragon “There's just no getting
enough of the bad boy reaper… Julia Hendrix~As You Wish Reviews. “…a rollercoaster ride that grips you and doesn't
let go…. Raquel Vega-Grieder~L.A.M.B. (skyla11377.blogspot.com) "Wickedly fun, ﬁlled with dynamic characters,
Fantastic plot and riveting storyline..." Katrina Hill "Page Flipperz - Blog" (AU) The unforgettable story of CORA and
ECHO from Grimnirs continues in the International bestselling RUNES series. The CLEAN VERSION will be available on
release day Eighteen-year-old Cora Jemison knows what it’s like to date a soul reaper. There are no Friday night
movies, no school dances, and no stolen kisses between classes. It totally sucks! What makes it even worse, souls pop
up when she least expects it. The last one is not her fault, but it all adds up to zero quality time with her super hot,
scythe-carrying boyfriend, Echo. Since Cora was etched with special runes by an evil Immortal, she understands why
souls are drawn to her. She makes the best of it by helping souls ﬁnd closure while Echo escorts them to the realm of
the dead. Perfect partners, until a dark soul visits Cora in the dead of the night and Echo decides her soul-helping days
are over. Cora can either listen to Echo or follow her instincts. To make matters worse, other reapers start stalking her,
demanding she hand over the soul. Even her Valkyrie friends think she’s gone too far. But something sinister is coming
their way, and the soul is the key to saving her town, her friends, and her relationship with Echo. Can she convince
Echo to see things her way before it’s too late? READING ORDER: GRIMNIRS: A Runes story SOULS: Grimnirs book 2
Grimnirs series, featuring Cora and Echo, is a spinoﬀ the Runes series and can also be read as part of the entire series
in this order: Runes (book 1) Immortals (book 2) Grimnirs (A Runes book) Seeress (book 3) Souls (Grimnirs book 2)
Witches: (book 4, Coming Dec 2014)

THIS LIFE I LIVE
ONE MAN'S EXTRAORDINARY, ORDINARY LIFE AND THE WOMAN WHO CHANGED IT FOREVER
Thomas Nelson **NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER** Her story. His story. The love story of Joey and Rory. By inviting so
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many into the ﬁnal months of Joey’s life as she battled cancer, Joey and Rory Feek captured hearts around the world
with how they handled the diagnosis; the inspiring, simple way they chose to live; and how they loved each other
every step of the way. But there is far more to the story. “My life is very ordinary,” says Rory. “On the surface, it is not
very special. If you looked at it, day to day, it wouldn’t seem like much. But when you look at it in a bigger context—as
part of a larger story—you start to see the magic that is on the pages of the book that is my life. And the more you
look, the more you see. Or, at least, I do.” In this vulnerable book, he takes us for the ﬁrst time into his own
challenging life story and what it was like growing up in rural America with little money and even less family stability.
This is the story of a man searching for meaning and security in a world that oﬀered neither. And it’s the story of a
man who ﬁnally gives it all to a power higher than himself and soon meets a young woman who will change his heart
forever. In This Life I Live, Rory Feek helps us not only to connect more fully to his and Joey’s story but also to our own
journeys. He shows what can happen when we are fully open in life’s key moments, whether when meeting our life
companion or tackling an unexpected tragedy. He also gives never-before-revealed details on their life together and
what he calls “the long goodbye,” the blessing of being able to know that life is going to end and taking advantage of
it. Rory shows how we are all actually there already and how we can learn to live that way every day. A gifted man
from nowhere and everywhere in search of something to believe in. A young woman from the Midwest with an angelic
voice and deep roots that just needed a place to be planted. This is their story. Two hearts that found each other and
touched millions of other hearts along the way.

PRETTY LITTLE WEREWOLF
Orphaned as a pup, and lost in the foster care system, Giselle Richards has spent the last 16 years dreaming of ﬁnding
her pack. But, when she does she's forced to decide if submitting to an alpha is worth sacriﬁcing her life.

JUSTICE LEAGUE VOL. 1: ORIGIN (THE NEW 52)
DC A NEW YORK TIMES Bestseller! As a part of the monumental DC Comics--The New 52 event, comics superstars Geoﬀ
Johns and Jim Lee bring you an all-new origin story for the Justice League! In a world where inexperienced superheroes
operate under a cloud of suspicion from the public, loner vigilante Batman has stumbled upon a dark evil that
threatens to destroy the earth as we know it. Now, faced with a threat far beyond anything he can handle on his own,
the Dark Knight must trust an alien, a Scarlet Speedster, an accidental teenage hero, a space cop, an Amazon Princess
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and an undersea monarch. Will Superman, the Flash, Cyborg, Green Lantern, Wonder Woman and Aquaman be able to
put aside their diﬀerences and come together to save the world? Or will they destroy each other ﬁrst? In one of the
most game-changing titles in comics industry history, Geoﬀ Johns and Jim Lee re-imagine the classic heroes of the DC
Universe for the 21st century. This volume collects issues #1-6 of JUSTICE LEAGUE, part of the DC Comics--The New 52
event.

RUSSIA, SIBERIA, AND GREAT TARTARY
Ayer Company Pub

DEFYING THE ODDS
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform When struggling waitress Melody Dylan gives a handsome, lonely
stranger a simple gift she has no clue her life is about to take a drastic turn. The stranger ends up being Clay Powers,
a famous UFC heavyweight ﬁghter. Clay's large build and dangerous ﬁsts have always intimidated. People in his
hometown keep their distance and Clay is ﬁne with that. Everything changes when a new waitress at the local diner
buys him a piece of pie on Thanksgiving. Touched by the gesture when it's obvious she can barely aﬀord to survive,
her warm smile and lush body churn up powerful feelings that leave Clay wanting more from her than pie. Melody is
running from her past and the small, country town of Garnet is the perfect hiding place. With an ex-husband after her
and scars from her abusive marriage etched deep, the last thing she expects is to fall for a man who makes a living
with his ﬁsts, but she can't resist Clay or the tender connection they share. Finding love in the most unlikely of places,
the passion is undeniable, but Clay and Melody know their haunted pasts and unpredictable futures leave the odds
stacked against them.

CHIROLOGIA
OR THE NATURAL LANGUAGE OF THE HAND
Literary Licensing, LLC This Is A New Release Of The Original 1644 Edition.
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IMMORTALS
BOOK 2 (RUNES SERIES)
Firetrail Publishing Nothing can stop Raine Cooper when she wants something… Raine ﬁnally knows that her gorgeous
neighbor, Torin St. James, is a legend straight out of Norse mythology, and that her feelings for him are strong. Torin is
crazy about Raine too, breaking the one rule he lives by: Never fall for a mortal. The problem is he no longer
remembers her, his memories erased by Norns—Norse destiny deities—to punish her for defying them. So Raine comes
up with a plan... She will make Torin forget his one rule a second time and fall in love with her all over again. But she
quickly learns that well-laid plans do not work when dealing with deities and supernatural beings. Desperate, Raine
makes choices that could not only tear her and Torin further apart, but lead to the destruction of everything and
everyone she loves.

RUNES
BOOK 1 (RUNES SERIES)
Firetrail Publishing Seventeen-year-old Raine Cooper has enough on her plate dealing with her father’s disappearance,
her mother’s erratic behavior and the possibility of her boyfriend relocating. The last thing she needs is Torin St.
James—a mysterious new neighbor with a wicked smile and uncanny way of reading her. Raine is drawn to Torin’s dark
sexiness against her better judgment, until he saves her life with weird marks and she realizes he is diﬀerent. But by
healing her, Torin changes something inside Raine. Now she can’t stop thinking about him. Half the time, she’s not
sure whether to fall into his arms or run. Scared, she sets out to ﬁnd out what Torin is. But the closer she gets to the
truth the more she uncovers something sinister about him. What Torin is goes back to an ancient mythology and Raine
is somehow part of it. Not only is she and her friends in danger, she must choose a side, but the wrong choice will cost
Raine her life READING ORDER: Runes (book 1) Immortals (book 2) Grimnirs (book 3) or Grimnirs: Clean Version
Seeress (book 4)
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